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Premium Past Date Record Recall is a method 

to  recall interactively a PNR that was previously 
purged from the system. This is known as a 

Purged PNR or Past Date Record (PDR), and 

the result is displayed with 2 or 3 seconds. 

Note :The PNR is purged 4 days after the start  

date of its last segment, Whether that segment 
was canceled or not.  

HE RPP 

  1 ) Recalling Purged PNR 

There are several ways of recalling Purged PNRs: 

a) You can recall a purged PNR by referring to an    
             air segment in the original PNR 

  b) You can recall a purged PNR by the original              
                      PNR’s record locator 

In case you have list of PDRs, you can select using 
the below entry, where “1” is the line number : 

RPP/       Transaction code  

  

AF7708/  Airline code and flight number, slash 

 

16DEC09   Mandatory flight date 

 

*T       Asterisk, target output display  

                     (T for terminal, Q for queue 96,   

                                          P for    print)                           

RPP/AF7708/16DEC09*T 

RPP           Transaction code  

               

/RLC          Slash, record locator indicator  

 

-A1B2C3       Dash, record locator.  

 

/03APR06      Slash, any date between PNR  

              creation and PNR purged (Optional) 

 

RPP/RLC-ABC123/03APR06 

RPP             Transaction code  

              

/TKT            Slash, Ticket indicator.  

 

-0060077000072  Dash, ticket number ( maximum 13    

                                                                              characters’ ) 

RPP/TKT-0060077000072 

d) You can recall a purged PNR by the frequent                   
               flyer number/flight/date 

RPP            Transaction code  

 

/FFN           Slash, frequent flyer indicator. 

 

-KL            Dash, code of airline owns the frequent               

                                                            flyer number               

 

 233418776      Frequent flyer number 

 

/KL214         Slash, airline code and flight number. 

 

/04OCT09       Slash, flight departure date.  

RPP/FFN-KL233418776/KL214/04OCT09 

  2 ) After Recalling the Purged PNR 

Once the PNR is displayed, you can only view it but 

cannot modify it as the PNR’s are open in Read 
Mode only 

RPP              Transaction code  

 

/INS             Slash, insurance indicator  

                                                                                                      

-CHREG          Dash, insurance provider code, two letter            

                                                     country code. 

                                                             

/51876351    Dash, insurance confirmation number  

(Maximum 22  Characters)                     

                                            

RPP/INS -CHREG/51876351 

e) You can recall a purged PNR by using a travel               
                insurance confirmation number 

RLDT1 

c) You can recall a purged PNR by the ticket                                  
                number 
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  After viewing the PNR, there are several actions 
that you can perform: 

a) You can view the stored TST (read mode only) 

RPP/TST1 

b) You can view the PNR history (read mode only) 

RPP/RH 

c) You can also use one of the following entries: 

 RPP/TSM1     to view the first TSM 

           (Miscellaneous Document Record , e.g. VMCO) 

 RPP/TMH1    to view the TSM history 

 RPP/TTH1     to view the TST history 


